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Abstract.
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE: With the rise of autonomous e-mental health applications, virtual agents can play a
major role in improving trustworthiness, therapy outcome and adherence. In these applications, it is important that patients
adhere in the sense that they perform the tasks, but also that they adhere to the specific recommendations on how to do them
well. One important construct in improving adherence is psychoeducation, information on the why and how of therapeutic
interventions. In an e-mental health context, this can be delivered in two different ways: verbally by a (virtual) embodied
conversational agent or just via text on the screen. The aim of this research is to study which presentation mode is preferable
for improving adherence.
METHODS: This study takes the approach of evaluating a specific part of a therapy, namely psychoeducation. This was done
in a non-clinical sample, to first test the general constructs of the human-computer interaction. We performed an experimental
study on the effect of presentation mode of psychoeducation on adherence. In this study, we took into account the moderating
effects of attitude towards the virtual agent and recollection of the information. Within the paradigm of expressive writing, we
asked participants (n = 46) to pick one of their worst memories to describe in a digital diary after receiving verbal or textual
psychoeducation.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION: We found that both the attitude towards the virtual agent and how well the psychoeducation
was recollected were positively related to adherence in the form of task execution. Moreover, after controlling for the attitude
to the agent and recollection, presentation of psychoeducation via text resulted in higher adherence than verbal presentation by
the virtual agent did.
Keywords: Virtual health agent, conversational agent, relational agent, e-mental health, e-health, psychoeducation, adherence,
persuasion, mode of presentation, expressive writing
1. Introduction
Imagine a virtual embodied conversational agent asking you to confront your worst memories. How
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would the agent convince you to do this? This is the question we wish to address in this paper. In our
research we studied a talking virtual embodied agent, a human-like graphical interface, controlled by a
computer, that can help people with recollecting their worst memories. This virtual agent was a part of
an autonomous e-mental-health (AEMH) application, which can be used to give expressive writing or
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) therapy. AEMH applications are designed to monitor, assist and
treat mental health problems without any direct human involvement. With rising costs in health-care [1],
long travel distances to clinics and access to care in rural areas [2], and stigma on seeking help from a
therapist [3] all preventing people from seeking care, these applications can fill an important gap. Aside
from being available remotely and being privacy sensitive [4], they are also cost-effective in use [5],
and efforts are also being made to reduce cost in the development of these interventions [6]. Virtual
agents can play a central role in AEMH applications, contributing to the effectiveness and acceptability
of the system and intervention [7–10]. One of the primary functions of our virtual agent is to maximise
adherence, i.e. ensure that people recollect their most negative memories in as much detail as possible.
Adherence is a major factor in health care. The World Health Organization identifies it as a primary
determinant of the effectiveness of treatment and defines it as “the extent to which a person’s behaviour
– taking medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes, corresponds with agreed rec-
ommendations from a health care provider” [11]. This importance of adherence is widely accepted.
However, measuring to which extent behaviour follows recommendations is challenging and the exact
way to do so it differs greatly. For this reason, many regular mental health interventions only consider
whether a session was done at all, or rely heavily on self-report measures [12]. Applied to e-health, ad-
herence refers to the extent to which the system’s recommendations are followed, because a health-care
provider is not directly involved. This can be performing a session, showing a certain behaviour or even
taking medication if the system advises to do so. In a review of the impact of adherence on e-therapies,
Donkin et al. found many different measures of adherence, such as completed modules, the number of
visits to a page, the number of log-ins and self-report measures [13]. The question arises though, if any
of these measures fully describe adherence, as there is a difference in passively viewing information and
actively applying its contents [14]. For this reason, we adopt a two-fold definition for adherence to a
virtual agent. The first aspect of adherence is if recommendations of the agent are followed, i.e., whether
tasks are executed (this could also mean the suppression of something). The second aspect is how well
these tasks are performed, i.e., if they are not glossed over, and details are left out.
Psychoeducation is an important method to increase adherence in therapy for mental disorders. Psy-
choeducation can be an intervention of its own, informing patients on their disorder and how to deal with
it [15–17]. It is, however, also used as part of more comprehensive interventions. In this case, it often en-
tails information on how the therapy works and why patients will have to perform certain tasks [18,19].
In the remainder of the article, we will use the term psychoeducation to refer to this latter form of infor-
mation included in an intervention. Psychoeducation is especially relevant for therapies where patients
need to perform difficult tasks such as changing habits or facing fears, as is the case in expressive writ-
ing or PTSD treatment. It aims to increase adherence by firstly explaining how to perform the tasks
correctly. Additionally, it explains why performing these tasks will be beneficial [20]. Virtual agents
can present psychoeducation in different ways. One possibility is that the virtual agent asks patients to
read the psychoeducation text on the screen. Another option would be for the virtual agent to give the
information verbally. Of course, human therapists generally present the information verbally, accompa-
nied by a written brochure. Likewise, it is possible to include the option to read back the information
on the screen in an AEMH application as well. Still, the choice for the initial presentation mode is an
important one. Both options might have their advantages on maximising adherence to the virtual agent,
which leads to our first hypothesis: presentation mode of psychoeducation influences adherence.
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Fig. 1. Hypotheses on how mode of presentation will influence adherence via the mediators of attitude towards the virtual agent
and recollection of the information.
Several factors exist through which the mode of presentation might affect adherence. Firstly, we pre-
dict that textual presentation of psychoeducation will maximise recollection of the information. By bet-
ter remembering the psychoeducation, specifically how and why actions need to be taken, adherence
improves. Secondly, we predict that verbal presentation of psychoeducation will maximise a positive
attitude towards the virtual agent, leading to improved adherence. These two factors can be considered
mediators of the relationship between the presentation mode and adherence. Because attitude to the agent
is predicted to be higher for verbal psychoeducation and recollection for textual psychoeducation, their
combined result on adherence is unclear. This leads to our second hypothesis: the effect of presentation
mode of psychoeducation on adherence is mediated by how well the information is recollected and the
attitude towards the virtual agent. Together with hypothesis 1, we can visualise the two hypotheses as
shown in Fig. 1.
The first mediating factor predicted by our hypothesis is recollection, how well the given informa-
tion is remembered. Webb and Wallon work already showed a difference between listening and reading,
indicating that text which is read is remembered better [21]. Later work by Rubin et al. showed simi-
lar results, also measuring mental effort, which was higher for reading [22]. In the domain of human-
computer interaction, verbal-visual learning aids were found to be more beneficial for retention than
verbal aids [23]. However, work with virtual agents shows that people often prefer verbal delivery above
text [24,25]. Important to note though is that most work with virtual agents has focused on short assign-
ments and messages while psychoeducation usually consists of much longer texts. It is also important to
consider that the speech of a virtual agent might not be as easy to understand as that of a human because
many agents use a text-to-speech system [26]. This study aims to provide insight into the effect of a
text-to-speech voice on the recollection of longer texts.
The second mediating factor we predict is the attitude towards the virtual agent. Presenting psychoed-
ucation verbally can increase credibility and trust in a virtual agent, as it presents itself as an expert [27].
Trust in a virtual agent is an important aspect of patient-provider health communications and patient
adherence [28–30]. Moreover, both trust and perceived expertise are important aspects of therapeutic
alliance [31]. This refers to the bond between a therapist and patient, which is important for both ther-
apy outcome [31] and adherence [32,33]. Therapeutic alliance has been shown to be relevant for virtual
agents [34,35] as well as human therapists. However, it is not exactly clear what effect mode of presen-
tation of psychoeducation will have on trust and alliance, because of the many aspects involved. Studies
show that factors such as the type of language used [36], interpersonal encounter skills [37], and intro-
duction style [38] all influence alliance. However, these studies have been done with human therapists
and might not translate to a virtual agent. Agent competence has been shown to affect trust in the agent,
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but this effect needs to grow over time [39]. Another factor is that virtual agents often use digital voices
and do not necessarily bring the same social presence as a human would. Although some indications
have been found that even the addition of a text-to-speech voice can increase trust, this effect has been
found in the context of consumer trust, not health-care [40].
In this study, we aim to investigate how presentation mode of psychoeducation affects adherence to
a virtual agent. Specifically, we compare verbal presentation via a digital voice spoken by a virtual
embodied agent with presentation through text. We also consider the effect of the mode of presentation
on how well the information is recollected, and the attitude towards the virtual agent. In the remainder
of this paper, we present the methods of the experiment we conducted and conclude with the results of
our experiment and discussion.
2. Method
The gold standard in evaluating e-health interventions is a coherent set of dedicated evaluations in
the development stage to test program components, followed by a Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT)
when the intervention is stable [41–44]. One recommendation for these evaluations in the development
stage is the use of proximal outcome measures such as self-efficacy and adherence [45]. These measures
serve as a quicker and efficient way to test if system components have the proposed effect. These studies
are usually performed with a non-clinical sample because clinical samples cannot be presented with
only a small part of an intervention for ethical reasons. The validity of this choice is supported by the
continuum hypothesis [46], which defines mental states on a continuous scale and has been supported
for disorders such as psychosis [47], depression [48] and PTSD [49]. This means that many symptoms
of clinical populations may also be present in the healthy population, be it to a lesser degree. In this
paper, we wish to evaluate how a virtual agent can best present psychoeducation to maximise adherence.
Doing this, we took the approach of evaluating a small part of a therapy (psychoeducation), using a
proximal outcome measure (adherence) in a non-clinical sample. The psychoeducation was part of a
larger intervention, included in the beginning and meant to increase adherence in the latter part.
A between-subjects experiment with two conditions was conducted. In one condition the psychoedu-
cation was delivered verbally by the virtual agent via text-to-speech. In the other, the psychoeducation
was presented as text on the screen. The virtual agent was present for the rest of the experiment in both
conditions, and was the one prompting the participant to pick and describe a stressful memory. The de-
sign of this experiment was approved by the human research ethics committee of Delft University of
Technology.
2.1. Participants
Forty-six participants (38 males, age M 22.9, SD 3.8) were recruited from the university staff and
student population and completed the experiment. All participants had Dutch as their first language. All
participants were given experiment information and consent form prior to the experiment. One partic-
ipant in the text condition voluntarily dropped out due to personal reasons related to the experimental
task (not included in the 46).
2.2. Therapeutic task
The subject of psychoeducation differs per therapy and application, as the goal is to inform patients
on what that specific therapy is about. To test the effect of presentation mode on adherence, a therapeutic
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task was chosen which could be performed by a non-clinical person for whom it was yet unpleasant to
perform so that a ceiling effect in adherence was avoided. This task was expressive writing. Expressive
writing is a therapeutic tool [50] where healthy participants have to write about the most negative events
in their life, which evoked the most stress. Expressive writing can have several beneficial effects such as
reduced stress, a decrease in healthcare use, and an increase in study performances [51–54]. In the tradi-
tional format, individuals write about their memories for 15 minutes on three consecutive days, although
studies have also shown it to work for shorter time spans and with less time between sessions [55,56].
2.3. Therapy system, virtual agent and psychoeducation
The therapy application participants used was an adapted version of the Multi-Modal Memory Re-
structuring (3MR) system [57]. This application was originally developed for PTSD therapy, where the
therapy is mainly focused on the recall and description of traumatic memories. The 3MR application
is therefore very suitable for an expressive writing task, as it also revolves around describing negative
memories.
The 3MR system has a diary function where people can describe their memories. At the top of the
screen, a timeline of the user’s life is displayed. Memories can be added to this timeline and described in
a digital diary. The user of the diary can, besides written text, also include several types of media such as
pictures, music or videos. The images, video and music can be added from the computer or via internet
sites such as Google image search and YouTube. Locations can be further described using Google maps
and emotions can be added in the form of an emotion word. All media are added to the diary in the shape
of a small thumbnail, which can be moved around on the screen.
An important aspect of the 3MR system is a virtual agent. Two versions of the virtual agent were
used, one female and one male. Gender was matched with the participant to avoid possible effects of
interacting with someone with a mismatched gender [58–61]. The agents were rendered by Unity and
displayed general idle behaviour and mouth movement when speaking. The voices of the virtual agent
were generated with the text-to-speech engine Fluency, which specialises in Dutch voices.1 Figure 2
shows a screenshot of a diary with the timeline at the top and the virtual agent on the right.
The psychoeducation included in this experiment was based on existing research on expressive writing
which can be found in [62]. The psychoeducation started with a small introduction, followed by possible
benefits, how to write to attain the best effect and finished with a short conclusion. The brief introduc-
tion stated that extensive research was done on expressive writing and its possible benefits. After this,
these benefits were listed: e.g., personal growth, less anxiety, a decrease in health-care utilisation and
improved academic performances. After this, instructions were provided on how to maximise the bene-
fits of expressive writing. For example, it was mentioned that it only works for negative memories which
evoke stress, works best when writing about your deepest emotions and that the person had to link the
memory to current and past events. All examples for both positive effects and instructions were chosen
after reviewing previous studies on expressive writing [51–53,55,63]. The psychoeducation concluded
with linking expressive writing to the digital diary, and people were asked to keep the information in
mind during the remainder of the experiment.
2.4. Procedure
At the start of the experiment, all participants received information on the privacy of their data. This
included the information that their memory descriptions would be stored to gather statistics such as
1www.fluency.nl.
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Fig. 2. The digital diary filled in with an example memory. The items show text, maps, emotion words and images. The bar at
the top shows the memory on a timeline. The virtual agent is shown on the right. This screenshot is translated into English; all
participants worked with the original Dutch version.
word count, but that nothing would be read by other people. This was done because we did not want
participants to be influenced by privacy concerns during the task. Participants were also informed that
they would be able to see exactly what statistics would be stored at the end of the experiment and that they
could still withdraw consent at that time. After the information procedure, there was a 3.5-minute video
on how the 3MR system worked. In this video, the 2 functions of the diary were explained. Afterwards,
there was a short practice session with the diary led by the experimenter. The virtual agent was not yet
present during this exercise.
After the practice session, the experimenter left the room, and the virtual agent took over. The virtual
agent stayed present during the rest of the experiment, guiding the participant through the assignments
with the system that formed the intervention.
The first assignment for the participants was to list their five most negative memories and add a one-
sentence description. They were asked to number the memories from most to least stressful, and addi-
tionally, assign a number between 0 and 100 to every memory to indicate how stressful they were. In the
remainder of the experiment, participants chose one of these five memories to describe in detail. This
first task was inserted to get a measure of how stressful the eventually selected memory was. After five
memories were listed, the participants received the psychoeducation. In one condition the virtual agent
presented the information verbally via text-to-speech, in the other condition the information was present
in the form of text on the screen and the virtual agent simply asked participants to read the text.
Next, participants had to pick one of their five memories to write about in detail. The virtual agent
specifically asked the participants to pick one memory, and advised them to pick the most negative.
It reminded them that expressive writing works best for the most negative memories, those that evoke
stress. This is the recommendation for which we wish to maximize adherence. As a final step, the par-
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ticipants created a diary page for the chosen memory and were asked by the virtual agent to write about
the memory in detail in the diary. This was the actual expressive writing task, slightly adapted from the
original [50] as our participants only followed one session of writing for 15 minutes instead of three.
At the end of the 15 minutes, the virtual agent asked the participants to fill out several questionnaires
on paper and afterwards call in the experimenter. The experimenter closed the experiment by allowing
the participants to see which data would be stored, namely the diary descriptions and several statistics
such as the word count and the number of emotion items. The data from the diary was shown to the
participants in such a way that the experimenter could not see the content. No participants objected to
their data being stored for analysis at this point.
2.5. Measures
Several measures were collected using both behavioural data and questionnaires. A translation of all
questionnaires can be found in [64]. All original questions were in Dutch.
2.5.1. Primary measures
Suggestion adherence was the measure of how stressful the memory chosen for the detailed descrip-
tion was. This measure describes how well participants complied with the virtual agent’s suggestion to
describe a very negative memory that evoked stress. The initial assignment asked to list the five most
stressful memories experienced, of which only one was described in detail in the diary. To judge how
negative the chosen memory was, the participants were asked to order the memories from least stress-
ful to most stressful. This gave a ranking score to each memory. Additionally, each memory was rated
on a scale from 0 to 100 on stressfulness to get a stressfulness score. This was added to control for
interpersonal differences in the stressfulness of past experiences.
Task adherence refers to how well participants performed the task they were given by the virtual agent,
namely describing their memory in detail. All participants spent 15 minutes describing their chosen
memory in detail in the virtual diary. From this description, the total number of words typed, which
emotion items were added to the diary and the total number of items added were recorded. Taken together
these measures formed an index for task adherence.
Subjective adherence was measured with a questionnaire asking for the participants’ experiences in
recollecting the memory. The questionnaire asked if people had truly described their deepest feelings,
how confronting the memory was, how much they linked it to other memories and if it affected how they
saw the memory now. These were all recommendations given in the psychoeducation, which the virtual
agent asked the participant to follow. All four items were posed in the form of statements such as ‘I truly
described my deepest emotions and feelings’. All questions were answered on a continuous scale from
don’t agree to fully agree in the form of a cross mark on a line. The line had a distinct middle point and
incremental marks.
2.5.2. Mediating measures
Recollection of the psychoeducation was measured with three open questions. The first question asked
for the term used for writing about negative experiences, the second in which areas it could have positive
effects and the third what was important during the writing. All of these asked for information given
as psychoeducation at the beginning of the experiment. For the first question, a correct answer yielded
2 points, a wrong answer 0. For the second and third question, all correct answers yielded 1 point, and
for all concepts written down which were not correct, 1 point was deducted. This resulted in a score
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between 0 and 5 for questions two and three. The sum of these scores was used as a measure for how
well the information was recollected.
Agent attitude was measured with a questionnaire asking for the participant’s attitude towards the
virtual agent. The questions were on the topics of trust, expertise, realism, perceived amiableness and
the adherence of the participant to the agent. All 22 questions were answered on a 7-point Likert scale.
2.5.3. Exploratory measures
Psychoeducation attitude was measured to check for influences of how the information was received.
A questionnaire was posed with the topics of trust in the information, how interesting it was, how it was
presented and the degree of clarity. All 17 questions were answered on a 7-point Likert scale.
Function usefulness measures were taken for the psychoeducation, the virtual agent, the diary func-
tions and the agent speaking. These four questions asked if these functions added something to the task
or not. All questions were posed in the form of statements such as ‘The presence of the virtual agent
added something to this exercise’. All questions were answered on a continuous scale from don’t agree
to fully agree in the form of a cross mark on a line. The line had a distinct middle point and incremental
marks. All lines were measured to determine where the cross stood and transformed to a value between
−1 and 1.
2.6. Data preparation and analysis
Suggestion adherence was calculated from both the stressfulness and ranking score of the chosen
memory. These two scores were found to be positively correlated rs = 0.62, n = 46, p < 0.001. To
get a single score for suggestion adherence z scores were calculated. The stressfulness scores were
transformed into z-scores per participant to diminish the inter-person variability. The ranking of the
chosen memory was also converted into a z-score, but taken over all participants. The mean of these
z-scores formed the suggestion adherence measure.
To create a single task adherence index, z scores were calculated for the number of diary items added,
the number of specific emotion-word items and the total number of words written in the diary over all
participants. These three scores were averaged to form a single index score.
Subjective adherence was measured on a continuous scale with four questions. These four questions
measured the different aspects of adherence to the virtual agent. All lines were measured to determine
where the cross stood and transformed to a value between −1 and 1. The subjective adherence was the
mean of these scores.
For the questionnaire on attitude towards the virtual agent and attitude towards the psychoeducation,
the scores for the negatively phrased questions were inverted. Both questionnaires were tested with
Cronbach α, resulting in good internal validity scores of α = 0.89 for the agent attitude questionnaire
and α = 0.83 for the psychoeducation attitude questionnaire. The average scores for both questionnaires
were used.
SPSS version 22 was used for data management and analysis. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for nor-
mality showed that suggestion adherence and the function usefulness measures deviated significantly
(p > 0.05) from a normal distribution. For this reason bootstrapping (1000 samples) was applied to all
tests including these measures. For the attitude towards the agent and attitude to the psychoeducation,
a one-sample t-test was performed to test for differences from the middle value of 4. For the useful-
ness measures and subjective adherence, a one-sample t-test was performed to test for differences from
the middle value of 0. To test for differences between conditions, independent-sample t-tests were per-
formed for all measures. A correlation was done for the outcome measures, secondary measures and
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics and one-sample t-test with bootstrapping results
One-sample t-test
95% CI
Measure Type Mean SD Neutral point Sig Lower Upper
Agent attitude 7 pt. Likert 4.38 0.75 4 0.002 0.17 0.61
Psychoeducation attitude 7 pt. Likert 4.96 0.63 4 0.001 0.79 1.14
Function use diary Analog 0.42 0.37 0 < 0.001 0.32 0.53
Function use psychoeducation Analog 0.33 0.47 0 < 0.001 0.20 0.45
Function use agent Analog 0.05 0.60 0 0.586 −0.14 0.21
Function use speak Analog 0.06 0.62 0 0.513 −0.13 0.22
Subjective adherence Analog 0.02 0.36 0 0.756 −0.08 0.12
Suggestion adherence Behavior 0.50 0.74
Chosen score Behavior 81.17 16.60
Chosen rank Behavior 4.54 0.81
Task adherence Behavior 0.00 0.65
Nr. items made Behavior 13.91 5.50
Nr. emo-items made Behavior 4.61 3.24
Wordcount Behavior 419.74 340.03
Recollection Behavior 3.65 2.14
Fig. 3. Frequency Histograms of the perceived usefulness of the virtual agent and the fact that it spoke, as quizzed with the
statement ‘The virtual agent is a useful addition to this exercise’ and ‘The fact that the virtual agent spoke was a useful addition
to this exercise’. −1 corresponds to ‘don’t agree at all’ while 1 corresponds to ‘fully agree’.
psychoeducation attitude to examine related measures. An additional ANCOVA test was performed to
study the effect of mode of presentation on adherence with the mediators as covariates, treating them as
extraneous variables. The original dataset can be found in [65].
3. Results
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for all measures collected. One-sample t-tests indicate that
agent attitude, psychoeducation attitude, usefulness of the diary, and usefulness of the psychoeducation
were all significantly higher than the neutral point on the test-scale. For subjective adherence, usefulness
of the virtual agent, and usefulness of the virtual agent speaking, no significant difference from the
neutral position was found. The values of usefulness of the agent and usefulness of the agent speaking
were found to be highly correlated rs = 0.89, n = 46, p < 0.001. A closer inspection of the data
showed a u-shaped histogram for both questions, indicating that two subgroups exist (Fig. 3). One group
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics and independent-sample t-test with bootstrapping checking for differences between conditions
Mean 95% CI
Measure Verbal Textual Sig Lower Upper
Subjective adherence 0.01 0.03 0.86 −0.23 0.20
Suggestion adherence 0.48 0.51 0.90 −0.46 040
Task adherence −0.11 0.11 0.24 −0.59 0.13
Agent attitude 4.58 4.18 0.08 −0.02 0.81
Recollection 3.6 3.70 0.66 −1.46 1.11
Psychoed. attitude 4.98 4.93 0.19 −0.39 0.39
Function use diary 0.52 0.32 0.06 −0.003 0.39
Function use psychoeducation 0.34 0.32 0.90 −0.26 0.29
Function use agent 0.06 0.04 0.90 −0.31 0.39
Function use speaking agent 0.15 −0.03 0.36 −0.21 0.52
Table 3
Correlations between measures
Measures Subjective Suggestion Task Agent Recollection Psychoeducation
adherence adherence adherence attitude attitude
Subjective adherence 1 0.46** 0.26 0.11 0.05 0.25
Suggestion adherence 0.46** 1 0.18 0.17 0.07 0.14
Task adherence 0.26 0.18 1 0.31* 0.39** 0.22
Agent attitude 0.11 0.17 0.31* 1 −0.04 0.64**
Recollection 0.05 0.07 0.39** −0.04 1 0.13
Psychoed. attitude 0.25 0.14 0.22 0.64** 0.13 1
*The 95% Confidence Interval does not include 0; **The 99% Confidence Interval does not include 0.
that considered the agent and voice a useful addition, another group that did not. For both suggestion
adherence and task adherence, the original measures are also included in Table 1.
Independent t-tests were done to check for differences between conditions for the primary, secondary
and exploratory measures. The full results are shown in Table 2. A trend was found for agent attitude,
which was more positive in the verbal condition. A trend was also found for perceived use of the diary,
which was more positive in the text condition. However, no significant differences were found. This
means that no effect of mode of presentation was found on agent attitude, recollection or adherence. As
these are all premises for hypothesis 2, a mediation analysis was unnecessary to conclude that our data
did not support hypothesis 2.
Although no effect of mode of presentation on adherence was found, other aspects might still have
an effect. To explore the relationships between the different measures, a correlation was performed on
all primary and mediating measures, as well as on the attitude towards the psychoeducation. Results
show that the suggestion adherence was significantly positively correlated with both suggestion and task
adherence. Subjective and task adherence were, however, not correlated. This means that the negativity
of the chosen memory was not related to how well that chosen memory was described. Agent attitude
and psychoeducation attitude were also positively correlated. A correlation between recollection and
adherence was found for task adherence. Similarly, agent attitude was significantly correlated with task
adherence. Full statistics for the correlation analysis can be found in Table 3.
Given the correlations between recollection and task adherence, and between agent attitude and task
adherence, these were considered extraneous variables affecting task adherence. Because presentation
mode did not influence either recollection nor agent attitude, an ANCOVA with covariates recollection
and attitude to the agent was performed on task adherence. The analysis found a significant effect for
presentation mode on task adherence (F (1.42)= 4.2, p = 0.047, η2 = 0.91), the adherence being better
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Fig. 4. Model showing the result that presentation mode effects adherence to the agent, and attitude to the agent and recollection
are extraneous variables.
when the information was presented as text (corrected M = 0.17) than when offered verbally by the
virtual agent (corrected M = −0.17).
4. Discussion and conclusion
Overall participants held a positive attitude towards the psychoeducation and the virtual agent, as
shown by the questions about their usefulness. However, room for improvement exists for both aspects,
with average scores being closer to the neutral point than to the maximum. Another finding was the
subjective usefulness of several functions during the given task. Firstly, both the digital diary and psy-
choeducation were considered useful additions to the task. More interestingly, there was no significant
consensus on whether the virtual agent and the fact that it spoke were useful. The results indicated a
divide between people finding the agent either useful or not useful, with few people in the middle. This
indicates that a virtual agent might not be a suitable addition for everybody. Therefore inter-personal
differences might have to be considered in the decision to add a virtual agent or not. However, as pref-
erence did not correlate with any of the adherence measures or recollection of the psychoeducation, the
behavioural consequences of a preference for the agent are less clear. One option would be to let people
themselves decide if they wish to have a virtual agent or plain text when working with an autonomous
e-mental health application.
Considering the two hypotheses formulated, a relationship was found between agent attitude and task
adherence, as well as between recollection and task adherence. After controlling for these variables,
presentation mode had an effect on task adherence. Textual presentation resulted in better adherence than
verbal presentation, confirming the first hypothesis. However, no such effect was found for the other two
outcome measures: suggestion adherence and subjective adherence. This suggests that the condition had
no effect on how difficult the chosen task was, but only on how well the eventual task was executed.
More work is necessary to understand the relationship between different types of adherence fully. No
correlation was found between suggestion adherence and task adherence. This indicates that these might
have to be viewed as formative indicators for general adherence instead of reflexive indicators, e.g. that
they are factors which together explain general adherence, even though they are not correlated [66]. The
relationship between different types of adherence and treatment outcome also needs to be studied in
more detail to know exactly what type of adherence has what effect.
No effect was found for presentation mode on either agent attitude or recollection. In other words, the
difference found for presentation mode in adherence to the agent could not be explained by changes the
mode had caused in people attitude towards the agent or in their ability better recollect the psychoedu-
cation. This means that hypothesis 2 cannot be confirmed. Given the results, we can modify our initial
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model as shown in Fig. 4. Both attitudes towards the virtual agent and recollection of the psychoeduca-
tion effect task adherence and are extraneous variables and no longer included as explaining or mediating
factors for presentation mode effect on people’s adherence to the task set by the agent.
The relationship between agent attitude and adherence corresponds with the prevailing notion that
therapist alliance is related to adherence [32,33]. However, despite the relationship between displaying
expertise and being credible [27,39], this study found no support for the theory that agent attitude can
be influenced by presentation mode of psychoeducation. One reason for this is that expertise needs to be
displayed continuously over time to have an effect on trust. Further work is necessary to study exactly
how agent attitude could be maximised. First steps in this process might be to study which aspects of
therapeutic alliance in human therapists could be translated to a virtual agent.
Our findings also show that recollection of the psychoeducation is positively related to task adherence.
This matches with the main goal of psychoeducation, namely increasing adherence through explanation
and information [20]. No relationship was found between presentation mode of psychoeducation and
recollection. This might be explained by different processes being in place. While traditionally, text is
remembered better than audio [21], for agents a preference of voice over text has been reported [25].
More research is necessary to understand the relationship between presentation mode of information by
a virtual agent and recollection. The presentation of longer texts by a virtual agent, in particular, has not
received much attention.
The finding that textual presentation of psychoeducation is preferable above verbal presentation cannot
be explained by any of the measures taken in this experiment. None of the measures collected correlated
with both presentation mode and task adherence. This means that the mechanism that explains why
presentation mode changes people adherence to agents should be sought outside the factors studied.
One possible explanation could be that written psychoeducation is more persuasive in getting people
to execute the task thoroughly. Although many factors play a role, the written modality has been found
to have a greater persuasive effect than audio or video for complicated persuasive messages [67]. This
would also fit with the finding that presentation mode only had an effect after controlling for attitude
towards the agent, which has been documented to influence the persuasiveness of messages [68]. Further
research is necessary to test this hypothesis and to study the impact of other factors.
Although virtual agents in AEMH systems provide an opportunity to deliver care to patients which are
not always reached by regular care, they also come with their own risks and responsibilities. Firstly, an
AEMH system should be able to identify situations in which a patient is at risk, and ensure patient safety.
If it is not possible to put this in place fully, patients should be screened by human caregivers before use
with an AEMH, or monitored during use. Another concern unique to virtual agents is that people might
develop an emotional bond with the agent and develop certain expectations. It is always important to
be very clear about the abilities and limitations of a virtual agent and to manage the expectations of
users. Finally, an AEMH system should be conscious of patient privacy, especially in systems collecting
sensitive information [69].
Aside from these general concerns, we can identify some limitations to this particular study design
which are necessary to appreciate the findings. Firstly, it only considers a computerised voice for the
virtual agent. Another option is a recorded human voice, which could have a different effect. Moreover,
as text-to-speech systems improve, results might change. The exact effect of a more realistic voice is
yet unknown. Similarly, we did not compare the virtual agent to a video of a human presenting the
psychoeducation. Research has shown these mediums to be different [70], but the effect of this difference
on adherence to psychoeducation is still unknown to the best of our knowledge. Another limitation is
the short duration of this experiment. Although it gives a good idea of a short exercise, many e-mental
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health applications are for more long-term use. This gives a different dynamic in the attitude towards
the virtual agent and recollection of information given in the beginning [71]. This study was also not
conducted in a double-blinded setting, although the experimenter was only present shortly, she was
aware of the experimental condition during the initial program instructions. Finally, we found that the
virtual agent was not necessarily considered a useful addition to the exercise, despite the general positive
agent attitude. For this finding, it should be noted that the virtual agent had a very basic role in this
experiment. It guided the participants through the experiment by telling them where to click and what to
do, and in half of the cases told the psychoeducation. It had no interactive or personalising features such
as in Gilani et al. [72], and did not assist in the actual recollection of the memory such as in Tielman et
al. [73]. A more interactive and personalised virtual agent might also be perceived as more useful.
Psychoeducation is a tool used in a wide range of interventions for mental health problems to in-
crease efficacy. Given the societal burden of mental health problems that lead to both direct and indirect
cost [74], as well as loss of quality of life [75], good and effective mental health applications are very
valuable. As more virtual agents are deployed in the field of mental-health, the need for good psychoe-
ducation procedures therefore grows. This is relevant particularly for those virtual agents that have an
active coaching, guiding or conversational role, taking on some of the tasks of a regular therapist, such
as psychoeducation. Interventions with such virtual agents have been developed for a range of mental-
health problems [76] such as insomnia [77], depression [78], social phobia [79] and PTSD [80]. For all
of these, psychoeducation that maximises adherence is an interesting component. However, the question
of how to present information is relevant even for applications outside of the scope of mental health.
General health-care information has similarities to psychoeducation. Patients often need to know what
medication to take, what exercises to do, or even need to change attitudes. Virtual agents are being de-
veloped for these uses [81,82] and as with mental health care adherence to the agent is an important
aspect [34]. Moreover, the results of this study can be relevant even for fields outside of health-care such
as education or marketing. With agents teaching, explaining or convincing users, adherence to informa-
tion is essential.
The main contribution of this study lies in identifying several aspects of psychoeducation that influ-
ence adherence. Firstly, how well the information is recollected has an effect. Secondly, the attitude
towards the virtual agent, which asks people to perform the task, affects adherence. Thirdly, if the psy-
choeducation is presented in text it results in a better adherence than if a virtual agent, with a text-to-
speech voice, offers it verbally.
Additionally, from this study, we can infer that the perceived usefulness of a virtual agent differs con-
siderably between people dividing them into a pro and a con camp, but no indications of any effect of
preference on adherence is found. These findings are a first step in determining how exactly psychoedu-
cation in mental health applications with virtual agents influences adherence.
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